
Unit

Section A            Section B Section C

Unit project
Text A

Structure analysis
and writing

Reading skills Text B Stories of China

1 Language in 
mission
p2

An impressive English 
lesson
p4

Moving from paragraph 
to essay
p13

Reading for the key 
ideas in sentences
p16

The great journey of 
learning
p18

What challenges learners of 
Chinese?
p25

Writing a report on English learning 
strategies
p27

2 Exploring 
college majors  
p28

The road to my major
p30

Focusing on a narrative 
essay
p39

Reading for major 
details
p42

The humanities: out of 
date?
p44

From a security guard to a 
university teacher
p51

Writing a survey report on Chinese 
students’ choice of majors
p53

3 The young 
generation: 
making a 
difference
p54

The young generation – 
the future of China
p57

Focusing on an example 
essay
p65

Predicting the author’s 
ideas
p68

Understanding the 
young generation
p69

Aiming to bring agriculture 
online 
p77

Presenting a talk show: Young people are 
making a difference in China
p79

4 Mission and 
exploration of 
our time
p80

Huang Danian, a 
strategic scientist
p82

Focusing on a 
comparison / contrast 
essay 
p91

Understanding 
figurative language
p94

Journey through the 
odyssey years
p95

The May Fourth spirit alive in 
China
p103

Writing a report on patriots in our society
p105

5 Striving for 
financial health
p106

Spend or save – the 
student’s dilemma
p108

Focusing more on a 
comparison / contrast 
essay
p117

Understanding 
denotation and 
connotation
p120

A $3,000 dictionary
p122

Project Hope
p131

Reporting on Chinese college students’ 
spending habits
p133

6 Less is more
p134

Door closer, are you?
p136

Focusing on a cause-
and-effect essay
p146

Reading between the 
lines
p150

When enough is 
enough
p151

A boom in shopping malls
p159

Performing a short play: What should we 
strive for in our life?
p161
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